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IEEE CLOUD is a flagship conference focusing on innovative cloud computing across all “as a service” categories, including Network, Infrastructure, Platform, Software, and Function. IEEE CLOUD 2020 invites original papers addressing all aspects of cloud computing technology, systems, applications, and business innovations. Technical topics of interest include but are not limited to the following:

Cloud as a Service: IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS * Function as a Service * Network as a Service * Storage as a Service * Everything as a Service


Cloud Applications: Large Scale Cloud Applications * Terminal-Edge-Cloud Applications * 5G/6G Enhanced Edge/Cloud Applications * Social & Mobile Cloud Applications * Innovative Cloud Applications


Paper Submission Instructions: Please visit https://conferences.computer.org/services/2020/cfp/callforpapers.html for paper format and paper submission instructions for conferences being held under the IEEE Services Congress umbrella. The direct link for IEEE CLOUD paper submission is: https://easychair.org/conferences/?conf=ieeecloud2020